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i ordered the
forbidden city
to be built.
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the mer idian gat e

Emperor Xuantong
(Puyi)

In 1368, after the Ming army toppled the Mongols of the Yuan dynasty, a new dynasty was founded that
returned China to native Han rule. During the Ming dynasty, the stupendous Great Wall and magnificent imperial
tombs were constructed, Emperor Yongle dispatched the largest fleet of ships in the world to seas that the
Chinese had never explored before, and the city of Beijing was one of the world’s grandest metropolises. It was
during these golden years that the timeless Forbidden City was erected.

(r. 1909–1911)

i was the last of
the qing dynasty.

right palace gate
there were 16 emperors during
the ming dynasty. 14 of them
lived in the forbidden city.

i was a
fiasco!
i was on
the throne
for eight
months.

crickets
were my
hobby.

i was
captured
during a
battle.

i substituted
for zhengtong
for seven
years.

then i was
restored
back to
the throne
and given a
new name.

i was a
weakling
whose
hands
were
tied.

i was a wise
ruler who
restored
glory to the
ming empire.

m er i di an gat e
i was
crazy about
construction
projects.

i was entirely
unaccomplished.

i did not
attend
to state
affairs
for over
20 years.

i was
on the
throne
for one
month.

carpentry
was my
only
hobby.

i lost the
throne
and
hanged
myself.

the
qing dynasty
came to
power after
the manchus
conquered china
in 1644. 10 qing
emperors lived
in the forbidden
city.

the golden
age of
the qing
dynasty
started
during my
reign.

i ruled
with
diligence
and hard
work.

during
my reign
the qing
dynasty
reached
its
pinnacle.

my reign
was the
beginning
of its
decline.

i was a
frugal
and
common
ruler.

the taiping
rebellion
erupted
during my
reign.

i was a
puppet
of the
empress
dowagers.

my desire for
reform was
never realized.

right supporting gate

Facing south, the Meridian Gate is the front gate of the Forbidden City, the entrance to the
palace that was the center of the universe for the Ming and Qing dynasties.
At the Meridian Gate the imperial almanac was issued to the Chinese
people, foreign envoys came to pay tribute to the imperial family, the newly
pronounced top three scholars of the imperial examination made their
triumphal exit, and prisoners of war, down on their knees, were examined
by the emperor. During the Ming dynasty, ministers and vassals gathered
here before dawn to wait for the emperor to hold court. It was here, in the
halcyon days of the Qing dynasty, that Emperor Kangxi set out on his
famed inspection tour to the south. It was through here, in the twilight
years of the Qing dynasty, that soldiers from the Eight-Nation Alliance
forced their way into the palace.
The Meridian Gate leads into the Forbidden City, the
former home of the imperial family. The political and
personal affairs that took place here were equally
momentous during the history of the Ming and
Qing dynasties.

hidden within the design
of the meridian gate are the
chinese characters 凹 and 凸.

the palace has
seen friendly
foreigners

come to pay
tribute with
treasures.

the palace has also seen
malicious foreigners

from the eightnation alliance.

emperor
yongzheng

worked
from
morning
to night.

suddenly tour groups
appear in the palace.

unimaginable!

the palace
is not used
to hearing

the sound
of children
laughing.

the aroma of
coffee is becoming
increasingly common.

people without
knowledge of the
forbidden city

are now
talking
about it.

the
palace
maid

is taking care
of the cat.

east wild goose wings tower
the seal of the emperor

left palace gate

puyi is riding his
bicycle again.

